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CHAIR NISHIKI: Planning and Land Use Committee please reconvene. I just
wanna preface today's meeting just because we've got different members
having statements made about this process, um, running into budget, long
meetings. I wanna let all members know that I appreciated the time that
you've spent here and I know that it's not a meeting that you can snooze
off. You have to listen otherwise you probably will miss a lot of real
important concerns that have been raised. We've been working on
conditions because after two days of testimony, listening to over a 120
people testify, that will only go to show you how much this community has
had in its concerns for this development. And I thank all you members
because as we've gone through the conditions, you seen where there has
concerns there and then pending only because in some of it I think that we
may have disagreed in the consensus area. However, I think that we
have exhausted our testimony and hopefully when the final vote is taken
many of you will be offering conditions that may not be in areas that the
consensus has been reached. So I just want to make that known to
Committee members that we are from where I see the consensus in many
areas we're real close. However, I'm sure that there are going to be much
discussion, but I think that we're real close to make a vote after we've
discussed the conditions that many members of the community and many
of you as members have brought up and we've had our discussions. So I
ask that, you know, we stay focus. I think that this community is
depending upon us to make this most important decision. I hope that you
have seen during this process fairness where each member has had the
ability, um, and I've always tried to make sure that all nine of us were here
during any discussions. And if I failed I apologize, but that's all I can say.
I want to at this time because I promised Jo Anne that we will deal with her
communication to this Committee in regards to a memo that she sent to
us, Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair, all of you should have that
memorandum before you. I'm not gonna belabor what I already have in it.
I think it speaks for itself. Mainly it refers back to communication of
February 2nd , 2004, wherein our Chair, uh, Chair Kane basically reiterated
a policy not that it's new, but one that has existed in the past with regard
to our refraining from having other meetings unless they are time sensitive
that come within the budget process. I think it's very clear from that
memorandum that we have established a policy. What is frustrating me is
the fact that somehow now we . . . you know because there is no time
constraint on this particular application, my frustration is coming in
because I believe we're going against a policy. I don't mind that we go
against a policy if we at least have the discussion for the rationale as to
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why we should go against that policy, and I'm only one of nine members. I
will abide by the will of the majority, but I really believe that in my mind it's
been difficult for me to switch back and forth on two very weighty issues
and to try to find the additional time which I would ordinarily be spending
on going through the review of the budget when we're having these long
extended meetings. My thinking is not at its best at 3:10 in the morning so
that is why I just believe we at least need the discussion what are we
going to do?
If the body feels that there's efficient I guess
recommendations or there's sufficient conditions placed in this and they
wanna move this forward just to dispose of it I have, you know, fine. I'll go
along with the will of the majority, but I believe that the major part of
everything that we've done that was of significance, Bill 84, the ag bill,
how many times of those weighty issues gone back and forth even
between the, uh, in this case the County Council and the Committee?
Sometimes those measures actually reach the floor of the Council and
then they were sent back to committee. The nuts and bolts of what we do
takes place in committee. It doesn't and it shouldn't take place on the
floor of the Council. Because the public has at least in some measure try
to respond to some of the conditions that we placed in this they've been
doing it through their written communications and I appreciate that, but I
want to make it very clear that whatever happens in this measure, the
record is what will be our defense if we get sued on one hand or sued on
the other, the community deserves to have this placed on the record and
that's why this is taking such a long period of time. Anything this important
we cannot simply just say well, it's taking too long. We don't wanna hear
more public testimony and it's frustrating and, you know, it's in the middle
of budget and we've gotta get rid of it, I don't ... I'm not saying that that's
necessarily the attitude that people have, but to some people in the
community that's the appearance that may be occurring. So I just wanna
have the discussion. Whatever the body chooses the majority will rule.
I'm just looking at the memorandum from our Chair that is giving us
guidance and we don't seem to be following that policy. So if we're not
following the policy we need to at least have the discussion now about
why we're not doing that. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Comments from Committee members? Anyone wishing
to ... you know one thing I can say, you know, hopefully ... despite of
that one meeting that we had until three o'clock and the Chair takes
responsibility for that one where there was much agitation and everything
else, I would've hoped that everyone is getting enough rest, and if you're
not then that may be a consideration. I think we've given, despite that
some people thought that I've been unfair in addressing different members
and their other obligations that they have and many of you have had it,
um, meetings have taken place where I have not felt that there was
anyone trying to ramrod anything through this process, and I've tried to
hold the reins on anything like that where I think we've had meaningful
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discussion, uh, perhaps in some areas we've not had perhaps the right
agencies to have any discussion. However, the Chair is open to criticism
and at this point if any of you have anything to say in regards to the
processing where we are today, um, I would hope that we now take this
opportunity before we move onto our business. Any comments from any
member? Charmaine, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. With this entire
process that I think we've been had this measure or this item before us at
various times over the last I don't know how many years, and while we
had spent some time and the intention ... I think the full intention was to
conclude what we were doing prior to the budget starting it just didn't work
out that way. We did get a nice reprieve from the engineering division of
this building by scheduling the shampooing of the carpets. It forced us to
be off for three days on the holiday and the weekend, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, so in that sense, you know, there were some time to catch up.
Knowing the pressures and the scheduling between budget and this I think
that has created some tension just in that issue because we would like to
focus our attention totally on, on the budget because that's very important
for all of our community. What I don't, what I don't see has happened
recently, and I think we need to make it happen again, is a session and
perhaps after we're done with this part, a session that explains more in
detail and more clearly what the options are for the Council in regards to
this zoning request. I think we've been so embroiled in conditions of
zoning that we, it looks like what we're doing oh, yeah, we're already
gonna approve this thing because, you know, we're making all these
conditions. I would like the public to understand what our options are
regarding this project because this is not about save Makena, this is not
about keeping Makena wild. It's not. Zoning already exists for whatever
number or hundreds of acres and the opportunity that we have to put in
conditions to ensure that our community is safeguarded against things that
we don't even wanna talk about here or that the ocean conditions are
preserved, that access to the ocean is preserved for our community, this is
the chance that we have to do that. With the zoning request that are
already ... I mean with the lands that are already zoned we don't have
any say in that. The Council does not have a say on what those
conditions are. That rest solely with the Planning Commission through the
SMA permit so I think people need to understand that. The other option
for us if we wanted to say we don't want this project at all, and not just the
part that's in the pink, you don't want anything more that's already there
then we're going on the wrong track. We need to be looking at
condemnation of the entire property that we don't want to be developed
and we have to purchase it. That's the reality of what's before us. And if
that's what the community wants then let us know that's what you wanna
do and we'll go through the condemnation and you go figure out the
numbers about what the fair market value is of this land because most of it
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is zoned and that's the money that we'll have to come up with to buy it
because, just because you condemn a property doesn't mean you get it
for zero. There's a process to be followed, that process is there to insure
property rights. So I think we're so focused on these conditions and
whether or not we're good guys or bad buys because we're supporting or
not supporting this, we need to look, step back and look at all of the
options that we had before us and not just gloss over it because we know
we're not gonna, we cannot afford to buy this property, but it needs to be
out there on the table that is an option. And so would everybody like their
property taxes to go right through the roof in order to fund the project like
this? You know how much it cost to buy one little lot between the two
Kamaole Beach Parks. Does anybody wanna estimate what this would
cost if we were to condemn it and purchase it? So we've already
dispelled, you know, we've already kind of put that aside saying that is not
a viable option. So our next option is okay, we can turn this request down.
So if we turn this request down what does that mean? That means that all
the property that is already zoned, that's the yellow over there, they can
go forward and build whatever at the higher density than what they're
proposing here, and if that's what the community wants fine. We vote no
on this they'll just go forward with going through the SMA process. So I
am not defending the developer. I think I'm here representing the
community, and given the cards or the deck that we have to play with, we
have certain options that are reasonable. Now whether or not people like
that I don't see people coming out with, you know, big donations to buy
this land and that's the only way we could stop the development is to buy
it. You know, we need to make this real clear in the public because I think
judging from the testimony that came through the two days that we heard
and testimony earlier, that people seem to feel that if we vote no on this
rezoning request or change in zoning request that that means it goes
away, the project goes away, it doesn't go away. On the other hand, I
have to tell you that I'm very suspicious of what Makena Resort is up to.
Because they already have these entitlements why are they even here?
They got some really prime properties there in the yellow all near the
coastline. Why hasn't that been developed yet? You gotta ask yourself
that question. And I hear various people speaking from the resort and
talking about some of these conditions and how they are unreasonable,
there's no nexus, there's this, there's that, what actually is going on with
this company? You want my take on it? I'll tell you my take on this. All of
this stuff is a smoke screen. It's a smoke screen for one piece of property,
that's the hotel where they wanna put the timeshare. So while we're
lumping in and changing and conforming with the community plan on all
these other areas, yeah, that's fine, but all of that is there to draw attention
away from that hotel area, period, that's my take on it, and that's only my
take and I'm sorry. I mean, I'll just share with you my interpretation of this.
When we had the discussion yesterday for a little awhile about the road
condition or the condition regarding the highways and the community plan,
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I didn't wanna get into a discussion then and I don't know if it's gonna
come up today when we talk about it, but I have a number of things to say
about that, um, because there is a question of conformance with the
community plan and the other question that comes up is that part of the
community plan enforceable or not?
And we had discussed this
discussion two years ago, maybe we have to go through it again because
people's memory, you know, so many things to remember we need a
review, but I'm just ... I guess I'm anxious to get to what I think will help
the community as a whole with restricting this development. They've
already offered to go and reduce the density. Reducing density means
there are fewer units to occupy either by residents or visitors or timeshare
owners that's what reduced density means, and if we have an opportunity
to do that we should look very seriously at it and that opportunity is before
us with this project, but I, I want us to proceed with that and I want the
community to understand just exactly what our options are and I don't
believe we have paid that much attention to what they are. We just dived
into this because we kind of know what those options are. So I would
hope that we can get the message out and that people who are listening
to this will try to understand that what the reality is, what actually is out
there, and what's before us. And what's before us is minor compared to
what's already out there, and I see this as the opportunity and the only
opportunity we have to influence how this happens. So those are my
comments, Mr. Chair, and I hope that we will be getting to these
conditions and at the end of our Committee work or whatever we decide to
do I'm hoping that we got some fact sheet produced by someone, either I'll
do it, or staff can do it with Corp. Counsel, to outline in writing what the
options are for the Council regarding this project 'cause I think we've lost
that through the detail discussions we've had on various things. We also
have not had clarity as to what exactly the role of the Planning
Commission is in this process. Do we put all the conditions in that we can
possibly dream of because we think the Planning Commission might
forget about something? You know this is a heck of a way to do stuff.
And if the Planning Commission has a role and I think the Planning
Commission takes their job very seriously that what we need to do is
provide guidance for them. I don't believe we should be going into every
nitty-gritty little detail on . . . or though these conditions of rezoning
because then we're just gonna say okay, Planning Commission just
rubber stamp what we did 'cause we did all your work for you. So those
are the kinds of things that go through my mind day and night. I even
dream about it sometimes unfortunately, but that's, uh ... I'm sorry I took
so long, but that's what I wanted to communicate to the Committee.
Thanks, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Let me remind some of you all also just because of what
Charmaine just said that despite we had a prior Council committee look at
this zoning, um, there are two new members in there that have had to
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come up to snuff in regards to reviewing all the past minutes and, and
that's the reason why the Chair is moving at a pace where I am hoping
that when all is absorb and information given that the conditions that we
are now working on, uh, will be something that . . . you've heard the
community say that they want addressed. And I think that I've had this
communication communicated to me also that why the developer here it
seems like everything the developer wants the Committee is basically
rubber stamping because we've had the developer here in areas that
we've been discussing whether it be right of ways, parking, the gamut.
And I think that the community is thinking that we are in some way in
cahoots with the developer and just acknowledging in giving them
whatever they wanted. I don't feel that way and I don't think that any of
you members feel that way, but I think it has been brought to our attention
when we write unilateral agreements that the developer will have to sign
off on the unilateral agreements. However, just to make it real clear to
again those of you sitting out there and we as decision makers I would
hope that we do not forget that if there are issues that you feel still strongly
about that you want addressed, uh, that we bring this up and, and have
full discussion about. You've seen in my communication to you just
because of the concerns still of how we deal should this zoning go through
with the impacts of this development upon our ocean environment, uh,
even to this day I inserted for you people, if you've not seen it yet, in the
back of your binder, a communication from a representative of EPA
Wendy Wiltse some of her recommendations in regards to dealing with the
water quality and the ocean environment issue in your books that was
faxed to us this morning. So I, I, I, again, challenge all you members that
the areas that I have covered so far are areas that have been brought up.
If there are other issues at hand that you still have, please make it clear to
the Chair and we will also address those issues. Right now I wanna go
directly into the housing component of--

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Excuse me for interrupting.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So no one has any comments and we're not
gonna discuss anything about the policy in regard to deferral or whether
this is prudent or whether there's time or anything else? We're just gonna
move forward because no one has any objections except for me?
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CHAIR NISHIKI: I've asked members if they have any comments, but I have not
heard any.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
I just wanna understand, I just wanna
understand that no one else had any concerns that we're just
gonna ... by that silence we're gonna change the policy now, you know,
and I, I, that's fine.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I can't force people to talk. Dain, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll, I'll make some brief
comments with respects to Ms. Johnson's memo dated March 27th. And
for the record, first of all this isn't a new item that the Committee, you
Chair, scheduled to be heard during the budget proceedings. You as the
Committee Chair like the rest of us fully understood the importance of the
budget process and we understand that, and we just heard this morning
from our Budget Chair that there's flexibility in the amount of time that has
been scheduled within the budget process to accommodate issues that
this body, body feels is appropriate. Instead we've been meeting during
the budget proceedings on an existing item, this is an existing item which
was scheduled prior to the start of the budget process, and just to be
clear, Chair, you're not asking us to meet on a new item in the middle of
the budget process and this is something that was scheduled prior to the
start. And in my opinion I think it would be unfair to the public and you've
stated yourself, Mr. Chair, in your own words to the hundreds of people
that have showed up to testify who have provided written testimony until
late hours that now this body would just decide to stop. One of the
primary reasons in my opinion that this item is continuing through the
budget processes due to a number of questions and discussions on
matters that are, uh, I wouldn't call 'em inappropriate but they're
questionable for this meeting, and I think member Tavares kind of touched
on some of the issues, uh, primarily the SMA processes, the Planning
Commission's role. You know the Planning Director, the Public Works
Director, Corporation Counsel have repeatedly stated that certain
conditions being proposed are inappropriate for this Committee to
consider as zoning conditions and instead many of these conditions would
be more appropriate for the SMA process. I think one of the other issues
that we're dealing with is that we're trying to take ... we're trying to create
legislation within this project and it was something that I stated yesterday,
Mr. Chair, and that I felt that it was more appropriate for legislative actions
that be taken up in the appropriate Council committees and we can do
that. And much of the discussions, hours and even days worth have, have
essentially, uh, been to attempt to draft legislation and one example is the
affordable housing and this is a concern. And developers should do their
fair share. We all know that affordable housing is the big issue, one of
many. We cannot address Maui County's affordable housing crisis in this
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Committee under this item at this point in time. We just can't do it.
There's no way. And I think the most important component of that is that
the people, the public themselves would be precluded from that discussion
because you've already closed public testimony and there's no intent to
create legislation on affordable housing and so, again, should be done in a
committee where people can come and participate. Corporation Counsel
briefly touched upon the SMA process regarding the issues of two
Supreme Court cases Nolan and Dollan, and the court required a rational
nexus between the conditions and the impacts and it also required factual
basis for the conditions. And again, Corp. Counsel and the Directors have
told us that these can be addressed through the SMA process where
there'll be resources, time and facts to review the attached conditions.
One of our colleagues made a comment publicly and was quoted in the
paper that's why we created the Planning Commission and the SMA
process to deal with these issues and they've been provided the
resources to do these issues. So my comments are this is a policy of
guidance. However, after that memo of February 2nd , which member
Johnson cites the February 2nd memo from myself to the body regarding
suspension of committee meetings during the budget session, yeah, that
is a long standing policy that we try to follow and it's merely a
recommendation that we consider. I'm in support of moving forward,
getting through as member Tavares talked about getting into and
ultimately voting on the conditions and seeing where we're at. We've
come this far. And so I will not be supportive of a deferral, Mr. Chair,
thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Michael.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. And Chairman, policies
have been challenged before and it will be challenged again and again
over the future. While I respect the position my colleague of West Maui
has taken, the fact that we're in the middle of budget session, everybody's
tired, we may be overworked, but that's our job. That's why we ran for
office, prepare for the unexpected. For me I'm just committed to working
and getting the job done. You have told us before we're close, we're real
close, and if we defer now and wait 'til June it's like taking a step forward
and going two steps back again. You gotta go through the whole process
again. And I wanna cite a point when we were on Lanai I believe Monday
night, a testifier there said as part of his testimony he said these words
Makena, Makena, Makena. To me I interpret that as saying all you
Council members seem to be putting all your energies into Makena
whereas you seem to be neglecting the concerns ... or not putting in as
much energy into the concerns of our neighbor island and brothers and
sisters on Lanai and Molokai. And I thought about that and he had a good
point. Makena is not the only serious issue on this island. There's many,
many other issues and we all know that--affordable housing, property
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taxes, traffic in Lahaina, Paia, and all of those deserve time as well, you
know, crime, drugs. While I respect the concerns of the applicant as well
as the concerns of those who do not share the same view of the applicant,
you know, we can only spread ourselves so much as far as this issue
goes. And to me it's unfair to the other concerns that this community has
that we keep spending so much time and energy on it and we've come so
close. We're coming close. We heard this morning from our Budget
Chairman Hokama we do have sufficient time to address this issue. We're
on the doorstep, Mr. Chairman, and if I can use one example of another
time consuming issue, that was Bill 84. There were ... many of you said
we're close let's go ahead and vote on it. Some of us felt well, let's spend
a little bit more time, and I speak for myself only. I felt we could've spent
just a tad more time, but for me I respected the will of the majority who
voted and we moved on. That's the way I look at this Makena issue. Why
continue to drag it out? We're close. Let's just address the conditions,
move on. I'm committed to working and let's go 'cause there's other
concerns that this community has. And I know that testifier on Lanai
wasn't the only one expressing that concern. I've heard it here too and,
you know, forgive my language, but I had one guy tell me what the hell are
you guys doing spending all your time only on Makena? There's other
pressing needs in this community. By golly move on. So I'm gonna honor
the concerns of those out there who feel that we just spent so much time
on this issue. Let's move on 'cause there's other pressing needs that
need to be addressed, Chairman. So I will not support this deferral, Mr.
Chairman. Let's move on. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Thank you. Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Chairman, I
think during the process when we were in your district, in your community
listening to the over 200 people who came to testify, Chairman, a lot of
'em said make a decision. Don't wait. Decide now. Take the stand, take
your position. We've gone through this so often, Chair. Chairman, even
on, you know, your memo of March 30 th your listing of conditions,
Chairman, so many of these conditions are already identified consensus,
but Chairman, we still revisit them when yet there's so many more that are
listed as pending. I agree with you we are close, and I think at this point to
put this on the back burner does no justice to us who need to make the
appropriate decision. We need to keep the information fresh in our minds.
We need to be able to recall and by delaying this, Chair, it'll provide I
guess time lost for each one of us. The decision is too important at this
point and I think we are close, Chair. So, you know, move on. Let's deal
with the pending issues. We've reached consensus on most of them. We
can complete this, Chair. And I will not be supporting the deferral, thank
you.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Just a short comment.
For me the process has been a long one. And I think we have covered a
lot of issues that are important, but to defer this Makena zoning project is
not a good way to go. So I'm not supporting the deferral. And just as an
added comment, it seems like things that we talk about today we talk
about it tomorrow. The other thing that I see personally is that we're trying
to micromanage probably the Planning Department and the SMA process
or even the Planning Commissions, Commissioners role it's not our job.
So let's get on with it and let's make a decision. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion? Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'll just speak for the final time. I wanted to at
least have the discussion about what we're doing so that we all
understand where we're going and why we're going there. I still feel
personally that when you take up issue such as this you have to make a
determination who's driving this. If it's the community that's great. If it's
the developer we need to know that, but if we're going to plan, if we're
going to plan, if we're going to be the people in the driver'S seat then we
need to set the terms, and as along as we understand that when we all
agree on the terms or the majority agrees on the terms then that's fine,
majority will rule, but I want people to understand that we are the policy
makers not Makena Corporation and not Seibu.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Go ahead, Riki.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Let me just say this to the members, uh, whether you're
a seasoned veteran or you're a new freshman first termer on the body, I
would say, Chairman, we do have practices, we do have policies, but it's
guidance for how the bodies to move forward. Any time the body
chooses, which is five or more of the nine of us choose to make a change
then we ought to adjust the past practice of only allowing Budget
Committee to function during March through May has been a long
standing practice so that we can concentrate our efforts, but we've, we've
always taken into account what the body needs to accomplish within that
period also. As your Budget Chairman I can tell you that it is in my opinion
and that is why our staff has planned accordingly with me to present to
you way in advance a schedule of how to approach the budget and take
into the account the needs of us being responsible to address and
accomplish a final decision by end of May. I would say Chairman this
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morning the discussion on whether or not to continue, you know, has its
merits and for some has its disadvantages. For me though Chairman the
question comes for each member is does continuing to consider this the
right thing to do? 'Cause I will tell you now and straight to ever member
there will come a point if this continues to go endlessly where I will say
that the Budget Committee as your Chairman I will refuse to grant more
time. We haven't reached that point yet, Chairman, but we could. And I
will tell you straightforward as your budget head I will not agree to allowing
any other committee, any other committee, I don't care if it's Housing
Committee, Government Relations Committee, Committee ... I will not
agree. You know I'm ready to take a vote personally. I'm ready to make a
stand and have ... and be judged by my decision on what I base it on. I
don't know about the other members, but I've been reviewing this project
for five years. I been reading the material. I been listening to the
testimony. I been listening to the members. I been listening to the
departments. I been listening to the applicant. I feel I have, I'm ready to
make a decision and participate in a meaningful debate prior to that
decision. So if the members are ready, then I would say we should tell the
Chairman we're ready let's vote. If you feel you want more discussion tell
the Chairman we want more discussion, but I tell you now members the
budget clock is ticking and I'm watching it closely and I've allowed this
Committee to continue because I believe in my heart there's sufficient time
for us to do a very good job on the next budget consideration. So I share
that with you and I think Ms ... my colleague from Upcountry she is very
accurate. There's a lot of options before you on how to deal with this
question. All I ask that you be aware of the good and bad, the
disadvantages and the advantages 'cause the worse scenario is you're
gonna be like City and County and find a way how to payoff judicial
decisions in the hundred plus million dollar range regarding Sandy Beach
and a few other areas and I hope we don't have to deal with that pressing
concern in the future, but let's be aware and let's be real of all the options
and the good and bad because there's no perfect option, Chairman,
according to me members. So I'm ready to make a call, Chairman, and I
will await other members to reach that point too.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion?
Seeing none, we'll go directly
into ... and I guess Jo Anne the thing is that in, in, in listening to some of
the points made this morning everyone's willing to move ahead with this
process.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I thank you, Mr. Chair, but I thought that it
is important to have the discussion to know where we as a body are going
as oppose to just be led there, thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We turn to ... we're gonna deal with--
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VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, if I may make a request for you to consider.
We're gonna ... I know you're planning to move right into this right now
and we're gonna take our break. So I'd prefer you consider giving us the
break now and let's just go until lunch period or whatever it is your
mid-day break that's my suggestion. I don't know how the other members
feel.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Break on ...
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Take a break now and then when we get back we just
work 'til 12.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You want a short lunch break now?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I want a short recess now.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Then work 'til 12.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: And see where we are if we need to come back after
lunch. I've cleared the whole day for you, Chairman, until of course-CHAIR NISHIKI: That is fine. I didn't know if ... we discussed, we started at
9:20 if you wanna take a short break ...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Just short like ten minutes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay, ten minutes recess until 10:20 a.m. (gavel)
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

10:10 a.m.
10:28 a.m.

CHAIR NISHIKI: Just to let the committee know one member has to leave at 12
so we'll break for lunch from 12 to one, okay. We'll turn to Page 7 to deal
with the affordable housing, um ... number 26 (change of tape) says in
there 60 percent of the affordable housing unit shall be single-family
dwellings for sale. No more than 40 percent of the affordable housing unit
shall be multi-family units for sale, multi-family units for rent, single-family
units for rent, lots provided for self-help housing, lots provided to nonprofit
housing organizations, or a combination thereof. The Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management or the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns may impose terms and conditions of
occupancy on the building permits to enforce this condition and ensure
that the affordable housing unit shall be maintained for such use and not
converted to another use for a ten-year period by persons or families
within the following income groups (expressed as a percentage of the area
median income for the County of Maui for an adjusted family size as
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determined by the Department of Housing and Urban Development of the
United States of America): 0-70 percent and 71-100 percent (equally
divided amongst the two income groups) period.
In there, urn, the Committee had a discussion also and you can quote me
if it's wrong that we also included language to say that for the rentals that
the developer would turn them over to the County of MauL So if there's no
objections in that language being added on, uh ... any objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Turn to 27-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Chair, coming back to-CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Coming back to item number 26.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: That first sentence there, 60 percent of the
affordable housing unit shall be single-family dwellings. If I may I'd like to
make an amendment to that. Single-family dwellings or ... and/or lots for
sale. Do I make a motion for that?
CHAIR NISHIKI: No. Just go ahead and give your reasoning.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, the reason for that is that, urn ... for
that 60 percent, when you look at 0-70 and 71-100, urn, in certain
areas ... well, certain level income group would not qualify for a
single-family dwelling, and by creating the lots, you know, you could have
like self-help type of development on those empty lots that would make it
easer for a family in the 0-70 percent income to create their own
affordable housing to their income level. In other words give an option
and make it easier for people that wanna qualify for this, uh, affordable
housing dwellings.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Questions, comments? The Chair has one. You know if we do
that now we will not see within that group house and lot packages. And
think about it from a developer's standpoint. Why WOUld, what would give
the developer the incentive to put a house on there if he were not or they
were not or she were not required? I think that if you want to create lots
only then perhaps it should be added in on that 40 percent lots only
thereby we can guarantee that 60 percent of these homes that are to be
built will be house and lot packages.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: What I'm saying is that, um, should the price
range of this housing and the median income of those that trying to get
this affordable housing doesn't meet the criteria ... in other words, um,
yeah, I want a single-family dwelling but in order to get that the only way
that I could afford the single-family dwelling is going through self-help
otherwise I don't think we can fill the 60 percent single-family dwellings,
uh, single-family dwellings themselves.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We've got it in that 40 percentile where you've got self-help
included.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, we also included in the, uh, no more
than 40 percent in that particular group also.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, what I, what I, what I thought the thrust was-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I'm looking at the scenario, let's give you a
scenario. Let's say a project in Waihee for instance that will create
affordable housing, the median income 70-80 percent, then you could
have single-family dwelling units in those areas that could be affordable
for those families, but when you take a place like Kihei where single-family
dwelling might not be as affordable as in Wailuku, then what could be
done is that lots being provided in the Kihei area for those families that
need affordable housing in that area then we could fulfill those needs in
the Kihei area. Land alone in Kihei is much more expensive than land
alone in Waihee or in a place in central MauL
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I'll, I'll save my comments on that one. Jo Anne, go
ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I understand what Mr. Pontanilla's concern is.
However, if this is deed restricted land that's the way you have to review it.
So whether it's got a deed restriction and it's Wailuku, West Maui or South
Maui, the deed restriction alone will preclude the land value from
escalating to a height that would make, you know, any house that would
be constructed, uh, you know, let's say a very minimal. I understand what,
uh, the issue is that's being raised. However, I don't agree with that. I
think that through deed restrictions the value of the land can be
constrained and then if the housing that would come which is the market
price housing in this area is sold, it's understood already that that would
be subsidizing the cost of the construction of the single-family home. So if
we wanna address this as a part of policy within Housing and Human
Concerns framework I think that's appropriate, but I think that the wording
the way it was was fine and I think that we can deal with that as far as
policy or giving some flexibility and direction to people who wanna do that
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and possibly consider some type of a credit program or something if, if it
doesn't pencil out for a developer. Plus keep in mind these conditions are
all subject to change at some future point in time. So if it's found not to be
workable the developer will come back for some type of relief and I
anticipate they will. So I would prefer to leave the language the way it is
and just address Mr. Pontanilla's concerns within the second portion of
that language.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Mr. Chair, I'll just leave at that single-family
and/or lots.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I beg your pardon.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I'll just leave it as far as the first sentence
go, uh, single-family dwellings and/or lots for sale. And you can have a
consensus made on the one sentence.
CHAIR NISHIKI: You still wanna see and/or lots?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other discussion? Yeah, Joe, you know, this is, this
is my concern and I'm sure that we'll vote on it at a point. What my
concern is that now for what the intention is that the developer would
subsidize house and lot packages because of what they're giving, what we
are giving them in zoning. First we went from one and four to one and
five. Now we're going again to taking away house and lot packages. In
this income range that we saw a void in, and that was the thrust for this
condition to see this income range and house and lot packages being
built, all of a sudden now we seen it even more water down to whereby a
developer could now provide only, lots only rather than, uh, for this income
group the ability to see a house and lot package and purchase one that is
really my concern, Mr. Pontanilla, and now you're even more taking away
that ability and, um, while you make this pitch I can see where, why we
initially had that 60 percent up there for house and lot packages in these
income ranges we're now taking it away from people.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No, it's not taking away from people, but just
an option that's all it is.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. And I would see the developer choosing to just allow
lots. Why would they build a house on it? And yet we wanna see this
group of people have a home. I, I ... anyway I've said enough. And so,
um, let's put it this way. Is there any objections to Mr. Pontanilla's move to
include that language single-family dwellings or lots under that first second
sentence?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Charmaine, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So are you gonna take a vote on to figure out or
you just gonna-CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, if I, if 1-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --assume there's no consensus.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I, I, I think that unless there's consensus I'm going to leave it at
60 percent and have an amendment at the time when we do it.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay.
CHAIR NISHIKI: But right now we had 60 percent and I don't see a majority of
wanting to change that, and if I don't count right then please tell me, okay.
Anything else in 26? So, Joe, at the time when an amendment is
made ... Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: At the time when this comes up if you wanna make an
amendment again then you can sure do, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Sure.
CHAIR NISHIKI: It's not dead. Just because it's consensus doesn't kill anybody.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you. We'll move onto 27. A minimal of 50
percent of the affordable housing units shall be provided within the Kihei
Community Plan area. There was an alternative, but I'm gonna stick with
what we had the discussion on. Okay, 50 percent of the affordable units
shall be provided in the community plan area. Then of course the other
50 ... hold on let me see this. Yeah. The other 50, which is not listed in
here but we should put language in there, could be provided for outside
the community plan area I think is what the language should also read.
And this was an area that included much discussion and that's the reason
why I think at one point in the evening we decided to not deal with this any
discussion. So what is on was 50 percent in the community plan area, 50
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percent could be constructed outside the community plan area, and then I
think some documents that were sent to us . . . I don't know if the
Contractors Association said anything, but I know that the Affordable
Housing Coalition on March 22 nd mentioned that ... require minimal of 50
percent of the affordable units be located inside the project area and the
balance within the community plan area. Right now we have 50 in the
community plan, 50 outside the community plan, and zero in the zoned
area. Is that accurate?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Except for the zero in the zoned area because the
zoned area is within the community plan-CHAIR NISHIKI: Community plan.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Got it, okay. Yeah, we were going to be more specific. We're
going to be more specific any community, any, uh, discussion? Jo Anne.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Since I've been the one that's been accused of
social engineering, uh, I think it's only appropriate that, you know, we've
been doing this for a long time. This is not anything new putting it in a
rezoned area and putting it next to resort development. I don't know I
mean I guess people weren't around when, uh, you know, slavery days
existed either and they actually had areas where they even were on the
property in the old days where they had people who they kept in quarters.
So I don't know where this concept is coming that this is something
radically new. In the Virgin Islands, in other resort areas many of the units
are put right in the development itself even if it's a hotel. So this is not
anything new. Vermont housing recommended this type of thing, you
know, all these fears about taxes rising to astronomic levels I think that
that can be addressed through deed restrictions. If people even want to
put up a home and have a unit on that lot be used as satisfaction for
affordable rental that certainly is possible so you can have whoever you
want living in that rental unit as long as they fall within a certain range. So
I just don't see this as social engineering, you know, we've been doing
that by segregating people for years. So my thought would be to at least
require whether it's through this proposal or whether it's through the
timeshare section, at least require that something be built in the area that
is being requested for rezoning that's only fair. I mean, if you're gonna tie
it to the timeshare Whatever, uh, people do wanna live in that area and I've
had many calls from people saying, you know, I would really love to live in
that area if I need to, you know, pay a little bit higher, you know, in terms
of taxes some of them were willing to do that not knowing that there was a
deed restriction option. So to me to do it outside the community plan area
people are going to accept that. You know that you're gonna get the max
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built out outside that area. Yes, there are some possibility if you stay
within the community plan region that it could be in the resort area, but
you know darn well they're not gonna do that. So to me they're asking for
rezoned, we're asking for housing that really would accommodate local
people's needs. The Contractors Association, Mr. Nishiki, did put in a
comment that they felt that the infrastructure was not there to
accommodate the affordable housing units therefore they could not be
accommodated within the rezoned area because the schools weren't
there. All the other amenities weren't there, given the implication that
somehow these people, you know, they didn't wanna frequent the shops
that existed in that area or they couldn't afford to. So I think that kind of
philosophy has gotta stop, you know, this is not anything new. If you're
gonna work in an area whether you tie this Mr. Nishiki into the timeshare
or whether you tie it into the housing portion. I think some portion has to
exist within that community plan or at least within that rezoned requested
area. I don't think this is anything new. It certainly being done in many
other places quite successfully and it's been done for years. So I respect
what Mr. Pontanilla wants to do, but I, I think there's other Council
members that feel that we could accommodate that and perhaps we
should just like Pulelehua is coming up. The market price home right next
to the affordable. So if this is something so far out of the box why is
everybody doing it? That's alii have to say.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other statements from Committee members?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Riki, go ahead.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:
I would say if you're looking at a community
development there's a lot of merits to what I just heard. If you believe
what has been planned as a resort development for decades and that is
still ... but we, uh, expect to go forward it doesn't really fit in a resort area.
I don't know. It's up to all of us to make the decision, but I have never
reviewed resort development as a place that would have schools and
other community development facilities to be included. So if we're trying
to turn this from a resort development into a community development then
maybe, you know, we should tell the landowner that that's what we expect
and whether or not they would agree to change their plans, but then again
so much for planning and the 30 years we've been planning to do resort
development on this area. So I just ask the members, you know, to keep
certain things in mind what they expect from an area that's been
designated for resort development and what they expect to get out of that
area in services, amenities, infrastructure. And if that's not what we want
then let's make it known and decide accordingly, but I have always read
this as a resort development, Chairman, and I view it differently.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chairman, I think when we had this
discussion before I had stated that I believe that this is a resort
development as Mr. Hokama is speaking. This is different than Pulelehua
which is a community plan development and we have to make that
decision. I guess now it's our opportunity whether we wanna change our
direction as far as the way the County way back when decided to go after
diversifying from agriculture to tourism, and at the time the Council, the
mayors who were in that period made a conscious decision to designate
two areas for resort development instead of all over the place. So, you
know, anyone who is accusing anybody else of being a social engineer, I
mean that's so far out there it isn't funny. What do you think zoning is?
So I, I will, I will not support this, um, the alternative of having the housing
being put in the zoned or rezoned area. I think the way it is with the units
in the Kihei-Makena Plan 50 percent and 50 percent outside the Kihei
Makena Plan allows people a choice. I mean there are people who like
working in Kihei but would never live there. They don't wanna live there. I
mean, you know, I don't wanna mention names but people close to me
travel great distances, love their work in Kihei but would in no way live
there. So if we make all the affordable in either, in the development or in
that community plan region you're limiting the choices that people have to
live where they want to live or where they would prefer to live and that's
one issue, but the other issue about the resort, this is to me a resort
development and the affordable housing does not fit with the resort
development philosophy or policy that was established years ago. I think
it is important to understand that those services, core services that
families would need are not provided within a good distance. There's not
gonna be schools and, you know, the commercial development in this
area is all gonna be high-end commercial. You're not gonna go there and
stop off on the way home or, you know, away from work on the way home
and pick up whatever you need to pick up. You're gonna have to drive
into Kihei to do that. So I don't think that's really a good idea at this point,
but it's the thing are we gonna change the policy that has been
established years ago about resorts and where resorts go because we
have limited where resorts can be on this island and actually thank
goodness we did that years ago or our forefathers did that years ago. So,
um, I'll support what's there as is without the amendment or the
alternative.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion? Danny.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
Chairman.
Chairman, when we had the
discussion prior I think, I think I stated that at the time I didn't care where it
was built as long as it was built, and I, I still feel, you know, for that
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statement, but I think members who referenced the fact there's a distinct
difference between resort developments and I think the, and I think that it's
important that, one, we not only give people the opportunity of choice, but
we don't box them in an area that could possibly limit what they really can
do with their dwelling because of rigid CC&Rs in a resort area, and
therefore I will support the existing language and not the alternative that
we are looking at. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Michael.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chair. For me looking at the
economic means of people who would live in an affordable housing, uh,
area that's designated for resort, uh, you know, as I go through Wailea,
Makena, you know, I ... you have what The Shops of Wailea, all high-end
exclusive types of commercial entities there, and you would compel that
person who lives in that area, you know, so called affordable home now
would have to drive to down town Kihei. So it creates more traffic
congestion coming out of that area. I think the intent is nice. I mean it's
great we all wanna live by the beach, but I look at this area as designated
by our County forefathers years ago as a place to visit and for our visitors,
and as I think member Tavares stated earlier many residents don't mind
working there or visiting there, but to actually live they prefer somewhere
else where you have the amenities such as schools and I guess affordable
shopping venues, you know, instead of high-end pricey types of
commercial businesses. So just for me based on that alone, you know, I
can support what's here existing as is and I cannot, you know, support the
proposal as being made although well-intended, thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other discussion? I was hoping that I could speak way
ahead of time just because I heard some of you and that's fine maybe you
may change. You know, growing up as a kid I remember my parents
always talked about dignity. Nobody is as good as you make yourself to
be, Wayne Nishiki. You study hard, you work hard; even if you're third
generation Japanese, go for it. Bonzai. And I've always instilled this kind
of dignity in my kids, you know, Kaikai, whatever, Sachi, you know. I don't
care if they drive fancy cars or they have fancy homes. You have dignity.
You can achieve whatever you want to and don't think yourself anything
lower than that but give 'em respect. And similarly when I read from this
community plan and I wanna first preface by saying that in the community
plan under Housing and Urban Design it says a variety of attractive
sanitary and safe and affordable homes for Kihei residents especially for
families earning less than median income for families within the County,
also a built in environment which provides complementary and
aesthetically pleasing physical and visual linkages with the natural
environment that's the goal. Under objectives, and again, this is the
Kihei-Makena Community Plan, require a, provide an adequate variety of
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housing choices and ranges of prices for the needs of Kihei residents,
especially for parents earning less then median income for families within
the County through the Project District approach or other related
programs.
Choices can be increased through public-private sector
corporations and coordinated development of necessary support facilities
and services. B. Require a mix of affordable and market price housing in
all major residential projects unless the project is to be developed
exclusively as an affordable housing project.
This project is a housing project. Call it whatever name you wanna, but
this is a housing project. It has a hotel zoning involved in it, but this is a
housing development calling for single-family and multi-family units, and
the differentiation that you make or some of you make and I respect it is
that well, it's in a resort area. Well, let me tell you because I've been
thinking about it and I know friends of mine that have bought out in Napili
and Kapalua is a resort area, Napili is north of Kaanapali, uh, Kapua
Villages, s-turns, that was a housing project, affordable unit project that
was included for Kapalua when they built that area for some of the zoning.
This is all north of Kaanapali. So you can see ... and then the recent
school project that we saw that's gonna be mauka of the highway, very
close to Kapalua Resort for school. When I, when I see that I, I see where
in the Kaanapali area that we talked about that's being resort we have a
mix of different homes even within the resort area and, and that is what I
am saying here is that to go outside of the community plan area to provide
housing I don't like. Perhaps my attempt by asking you to put in 75
percent within the zoned area is a little bit too much, but to say that within
the zoned area no affordables I think we should have a certain percentage
that we say should be in there. Just as much as some of you have friends
that say that I don't wanna live in that zoned area, I have friends that said
that they want to live in that area. I have friends that said they wanna live
in that Makena area for the very reason that it's a great place to live. They
like the ocean, they like that environment, and they want the opportunity to
purchase in that area. And I just don't want my grandchildren or my very
own children or my friends children or even people that don't like Wayne
Nishiki their children to not have that dream that living in America, living in
Maui County I cannot live there unless I have a million dollars. I, I think
that that's the American dream. I think that it is not what I want to teach
my children. It is not what I want to make a decision to lock out people
that may have that dream of not being able to live in this development,
and that is the reason why I'm asking that a percentage be allowed in the
zoned area. I think it is sending the wrong message to people of this
community and many of you come from humble beginnings, from
plantation life, and you dream. That's why many of us and my forefathers
came and left Japan to dream and came to America. Why do we initiate a
policy that disallows and instead create this type of policy. And I, and I,
you know, I just ... it's big for me. It's really big for me because of how I
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was raised and, and I don't want anybody to tell me sorry, you can't live
there because of the income that you earn or because ... and I read a
letter today. God, I wish I could pull it out because it was aimed at Jo
Anne and, and, and more at Jo Anne and I think my name was mentioned
in there, but in it it insinuated that because you're poor you create crime
and that's why there's gonna be that element because you're poor there's
gonna be more crime in that area. Is that how eight of you feel? And this
was somebody that I know lives here. In fact, he penned his name on that
letter that's all I can go and say in reading that letter, and that's the reason
why I say this is a housing project and I'm trying to look at this community
plan and lock in at least a percentage into this zoned area. And if at all
possible, allow most of the units to be within the community plan area.
Charmaine and, and, and those of you, yeah, you raise concerns about
the ability for people to live where they wanna live, but if you do not put a
percentage in there then you don't raise any possibility of someone being
able to live there that's what you do. By not putting a percentage in there
and you really raise an inability as you said of people to make their
choices in the United States of America, in the County of MauL
Finally, what someone told me also and it's something to think about and
then we'll move and I'll allow other discussion is, you know ... one, two,
three, four ... about five us here have children and grandchildren and
some of you that don't you have friends that have children and
grandchildren, and I wanna tell you of experiences that just as someone
that raise children and has now children that have children, you know,
sometimes it's really nice not to be able to drive far away to send your kids
to school because when your kids get sick and you're way up living up in
Kula and that's where your kids gotta go to school that's why they got
district exception perhaps, uh ... Michael probably has district exception
for his kid going to Wailuku L. You know when your kids get sick and you
live way out in Makena working and you're living out in Kula and you gotta
drive all the way over there to pick your kid, you know what that creates.
And I don't know what the traffic's gonna be like 20 years from now.
Similarly if you got kids that are going to school that far you know how
long it's going to take you just to prepare and take that kid to school and
then have to drive, you gotta wake up an hour earlier. In Honolulu I know
they do that. You gotta wake up an hour earlier, but if you're living in that
area in that district you save that much. And you know what, you know
what happens? You spend that much more time with your family and you
have more quality time with your family. And I think that that's another
thing that we all talk about the quality of life. And I will stop there because
as I said it's a big one for me and I've taken the time to attempt to ask you
members to consider this at least a small percentage. Okay. And I won't
do it now because I heard the majority of you and I see where none of you
want to make that change right now so ... Dain, go ahead, I'm sorry.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: No, no. Don't apologize, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I was hoping, Mr. Chair, and this is more of a
procedural point that I'd like to raise. I was hoping that we would continue
along the line of if it's a pending issue, if the question can be asked, if
there's differences of opinion or no consensus that we would agree okay,
this is one that's gonna be pending and instead of you getting
in ... 'cause this I have to say we've covered this particular specific item
probably five times now in the last three weeks and this is probably the
third time that we've had some extended opportunity to comment on it.
And I would hope that in the interest of time that we're all aware of and the
Budget Chair's comments about the clock ticking that we would try to stick
to if it's consensus it's consensus and then we'll get back to all the ones
consensus and we'll act. On the pending one's if we can just ask the
simple question is there a consensus, yes, move on; no, move on and
we'll come back to that. And then when you take the time to, to do the
actual vote, Mr. Chair, I think that would be probably the best time and the
most efficient utilization of our time to have the discussion, we all make
our points how we wanna, you know, make, take a position and then
share our position. And I just hoping, Mr. Chair, very respectfully that you
consider us proceeding along that lines and because if you look there are
several more pending issues that this is one that you very clearly said it's
important to you and there may be others that are important to other
members who would like to have extended discussion on. And so I'm just
hoping for the fairness of all of us pending, yes; consensus, yes; and once
we get through the list then we can come back and do our voting and see
where we come up, Mr. Chair. So, again, this is just a respect for a
request to you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. And, and I apologize because I think that I initiated,
allow this one Joe wanted to change that 60 percent and some language
in there and perhaps that wasn't a point to allow that discussion to occur.
So, 27, 50 percent will be in the Makena area, 50 percent outside the
community plan area. None in the area to be zoned, okay.
Number 28, uh ... this is the one that deals with the timeshare, David.
2.94 is the one to four. Right now language in there of those units
required to satisfy 2.94, Maui County Code, said affordable unit shall be
provided concurrently with market units; provided, however, that a minimal
of 50 percent of the total affordable housing units shall be provided within
the Kihei-Makena Community Plan area; provided further, that not less
than 50 percent of said affordable unit shall be single-family dwellings.
Comments?
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?: (inaudible)
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments? Move on. 29. Require one affordable
unit for every one timeshare unit, 100 percent which shall be single-family
units, 50 percent of which shall be in the Kihei-Makena Plan area. The
affordable unit shall be marketed for sale or for rental to and occupied for
a ten-year period by persons or families within the following income
groups (expressed as a percentage of the area median income for the
County of Maui for an adjusted family size as determined by the
Department of Housing and Human Concerns, uh, excuse me, Housing
and Urban Development of the United States of America): 81-100
percent, 51-80 percent, 31-50 percent, and less than 30 percent (in equal
proportion among the four income groups).
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I'm not in agreement.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Comments?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I'm not in agreement to this one, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Comments? Riki.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:
Chairman, I, I don't know if maybe Mr. Raatz
(change of tape) to review the Code we currently have 2.94 which is the
County law regarding affordable housing units for hotel-related
developments as well as 2.86 which is the County law as in regards to
affordable housing. Under the County portion under 2.94 there are
exclusions that is already listed that a requirement would not apply to. So
has it been determined that what we are considering is truly applicable or
not. And I bring up the pOint of under Subsection 050 if you would look
under B, members, if you have that 2.94.050, there is an exclusion that if it
is considered part of an existing project that have or was subject to prior
reqUirements or agreement with the County for participation in affordable
housing program and we already know that they've anted up that half a
million has grown to 1.2 million, okay, that participation if verified or
substantiated would then exclude further considerations. And if it is for us
to be able to tie it in then we should be aware, but it appears we're trying
to write a new law while ignoring the existing law. So, do we have a
comment from our attorneys?
CHAIR NISHIKI: And the question is Riki?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Have they reviewed it ... is what we're considering
applicable or not? And if so, what are you basing that on?
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MR. AKAMA: 2.94.050(B) applies to an existing, any existing projects and the
only existing project is the Maui Prince Hotel and, urn, therefore the
timeshare project, the timeshare units which are to be constructed are
new and therefore this provision 29 is applicable to the new and not to the,
not to the existing. The exclusions only applies as to the hotel.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: So if the hotel chooses then to develop additional units
itself instead of selling it or have someone else do it, what is your
position?
MR. AKAMA: Those would be considered new units and subject to additional
requirements. It's only for the existing. I think the language of the statute
is quite clear, urn ... so it does say-VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: So if Maui Prince does it which will be including the
construction of additional units to an existing project what then? Well,
maybe he can think about it and come back to the Committee, Chairman,
and we can move onto something else.
MR. AKAMA: Mr. Hokama, the statute should be read, the Code should be read
as a whole, 2.94.050(A) says that the . . . well, that's the renovation
improvement. There's no additional. You see A says provides that there
are, there be no additional units or rooms.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:
exclusions.

Okay, so that's one of the exclusions. We list four

MR. AKAMA: Yeah, I'll have to take that under advisement. I cannot give you an
answer now as to ... your question, Mr. Hokama, is whether if, if the Maui
Prince, and this isn't even a eventuality right now, but if the Maui Prince
decides to renovate by adding additional rooms will there be new
affordable housing requirements is that your question?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. AKAMA: Well, all right, I'll have to research that.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Chairman, I'm done. I'm willing to have other
members bring up their questions or comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Members, comments, questions in regards to 29?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: No consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No consensus. Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I question the, the, uh, percentage, the HUD
percentages that are broken out there that we're being too restrictive or it's
gonna be too restrictive and that what we will have is empty places. I
mean that would be our concern. You know I don't quite know why we are
not following the same percentage throughout so that we have
consistency.
So if we go back to the other affordable housing
requirement, urn, 27 ... on 26 that we have two, two basic groups, you
know, the 0-70 percent and the 71-100 percent. I don't under ... I don't
remember or recall why this one is broken down even further unless it's
just the definition of those which then I say, you know, why is that
relevant? Anyway, I'd like to see consistency on the qualification when we
talk about affordable. So if we're doing it for affordable that's based on the
homes or the units being constructed then the affordable based on the
hotel law and then affordable based on the timeshare, we should all be
using the same ... I mean they should all be using the same percentage
notations and the reference to the, uh, HUD.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, I think, urn, why ... I think this was mine and, and why is
because that area that was addressed in the affordable was of a certain
group, but yet when you look at the group of affordable and affordability
there is another income group that has been left out and this is the real
lower, lower, lower end of it. And so this really stipulates that this area of
income group is addressed also when we look at people in this community
needing homes because in the other requirement it only goes down
to ... maybe you're right. It goes from zero, 0-70 percent, yeah, so you're
right it does address that. However, it gives the developer the flexibility
not to address the lower end because it gives them more flexibility. This
one is more restrictive in the fact that this income group area has to be
addressed in here that's what it was. In other words a developer could
build everything from the 70-100 percent and neglect the 69 and below
percent. Joe, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, Mr. Chair, maybe at this time we
should request the Director from Housing and Human Services to be
available so that she can answer some questions in regards
to ... especially those from 0-50 percent how, how many of those median
income, uh, bracket could afford a single-family dwelling or even a, uh, a
lot through self-help building their own home, urn ... if we could have her
to come down and kind of expound on that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I think she indicated earlier that, you know,
when you look at 0-30 percent median income basically you're looking at
people that are renting apartments through Section 8.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. AKAMA: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead-MR. AKAMA: I would like to address Mr. Hokama's question if I may.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
MR. AKAMA: According to the Code Section, yes, it is an exclusion that if the
Maui Prince decides to renovate their hotel by adding rooms, under
2.94.050(B) they can do so without any additional requirements.
However, they must go through the SMA process and Commission and,
uh, then it'll, it would be up to the Commission at that point in time whether
they want to impose additional conditions. And I'm told that in the past
invariably when this has happened they have made additional
requirements, but if you're asking as far as the black and white Code, yes,
it is an exclusion.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Dain, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair, this is one that I was gonna say that I'd
be more than happy to initiate a request to have an amended bill drafted
to 2.94 and put on the table for us to consider legislation 'cause right now
this is one that I think that we're getting into the realm of legislation not a
condition. So that's just my very brief comment, Mr. Chair, and I hope no
matter what happens in this case whether it's up, down or amended, that I
will be approaching OCS staff to assist my staff in putting forward
something on the table so we can have the meaningful discussion with
respect to 2.94. And I say that in light of if one and four seems to be not
enough, then we need to start talking about it for everybody to follow the
same thing, but right now I'm in supportive what the law is one and four.
And if we do change the law and if we put it on the table and this, a
majority of the members feel that it's appropriate for us to amend it up,
down, wherever it ends up, that it doesn't matter because then everybody
will comply with the law. Even if the condition says one and four, as long
as we put a little tag or if it's necessary to put a tag that or whatever
current County Code is, if we update the Code or change the Code and
they haven't come in yet to do any type of development, they're gonna be
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subject to the Code whatever it's mod ... you know modified to be. So,
again, that's where we get into our legislative function not here and in the
appropriate place. So this is one of my examples, Mr. Chair, that I would
ask for the body's consideration and that we move forward with what the
law is. It's very clearly stated and we move forward. That's my
comments.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. Corporation Counsel just, just to comment on what was
just asked or statements just made, can the Council, with agreement from
a developer, also ask for things that we may be over and above what the
law states?
MR. AKAMA: I believe that was answered by Mr. Moto in the past. He said yes,
that can be done provided they are, uh, these conditions are rationally
related to the proposed development impacts and that's critical to know
that this Council if they wish to legislate this way by even albeit an
agreement with the developer there has to be a rational relationship stated
to the impacts.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Nolan and Dollan.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I only brought that point up because I know
we've talked about various, we've had various iterations of the housing,
affordable housing discussions and some have stayed the same and
some have changed, and I'm just asking that should we be consistent
throughout whenever we mention affordable housing that we use the
same percentages or the same references throughout. I see right now
we're using HUD and that's throughout, but then the percentages are
different. And if we're gonna change the percentages we need to know or
decide that yes, we wanna do this consciously that in one case we're
gonna have this percentage and then in another case we're gonna use
this other one, but let us be conscious of that fact and not just because it
was changed and overlooked or whatever. I'm just asking for some
consistency in what we're planning here, but I do think it's a good idea to
bring Ms. Lee or someone from our housing division to give us some
insight on some of the things we're talking about here. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: In fact, Corporation Counsel, you could probably answer this
question because I think the law states a minimal of one to four. So really
it is giving us the flexibility if we find circumstances to validate what we
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want. Yeah, I just want it to be crystal clear. It doesn't say one to four,
period, no and if or buts. It says a minimal of one to four. So if this
Council body finds that it is different circumstances that you can find to
validate it, then you can. Isn't this true, Mr. Corporation Counsel? Try
read it.
MR. AKAMA: 2.94.030, you're correct Mr. Chairman, states an applicant shall be
required to construct affordable housing at a minimum of one affordable
housing unit for every four apartment-hotel, hotel units, etcetera. So, yes,
if the Council can give reasons that additional units are rationally related to
the development impacts yes, it can do so.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. So I just, again, bring up that law that everybody's
quoting so you have full understanding that it says a minimal of one to
four. And so if you decide you want to look at it and you find a nexus or
reasons why then, um, you can. So in 2.94, Dain, as I stated, you know, it
mentions a minimal and so that's ultimately a policy call by this Council.
Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The other issue too is, you know, it does not
specifically within 2.94 say timeshare. So I think that because the industry
has continuously touted close to or nearing 100 percent occupancy of
timeshares that is a substantial difference in the way hotel occupancy
runs. So I think there is the rational nexus and I don't see any difficulty
other than as was stated before being consistent about the percentages,
but I think this is one we can decide as a policy. I think the law is broad
enough for us right now and if we want to address that at a later time with
regard to timeshares I think we can do that, but I don't think there's
So I'm
anything that precludes us from adding in this language.
supportive of the language, but just with that clarification about the
percentages of the income levels.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Anyway, I don't think there's any consensus here so
we'll leave that open-ended. We can have Alice come in after lunch if
she's available. We'll move onto water the language in 30. The developer
shall develop a water source storage facilities, transmission lines for the
Makena Resort area in accordance with County standards, all of which
may be dedicated to the County for operation and maintenance; provided,
that if supply is available and subject to Council approval by resolution, the
project may utilize the County water system for domestic use only, period.
Any objections?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Objections.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chair. Chair.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, urn, I would, I would object to some of
the language here and I also would like to continue on adding an
additional condition as well and that additional condition, Chairman, would
be relative to a water conservation plan that is not being recognized and
personally I feel needed in this particular area as well. So with that said
and recognizing the fact that the existing State Land Use conditions that
already been implied, already includes the specific language that is
already, uh, that we're recognizing in number 30 so it's redundant.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments? Any other comments?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: The Chair will check with the State Land Use Commission.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Carroll.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I'm sorry, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. Concerning 31, water,
uh ... I've been thinking a lot about this and I have some questions. First
of all, water is on a available basis issued to everyone. So we are telling
one person that he cannot have water and he needs to develop his own,
and if water is available then he can apply, but if water isn't available he
can't have water anyway, and the only way he could get water would be to
develop his own water, but in the meantime we're saying that no matter
how much water is available at that time he has to come back to the
Council and anybody else out there can just go to the Water Department
and go through the regular procedures. But it seems that already what we
have in effect are policies and supported by the Planning Commission and
the Board of Water Supply would suggest that this is not even necessary.
I can see where we might require dual systems be installed so future gray
water can always be used when it's available for all uses whereas Mr.
Mateo said we need a plan, they need a plan over there for the use of
their resource of water but, uh ... as this is written over here I question
what we are going to do when the next applicant comes inside over there,
wherever it is, single-family resident or anyone else, are we going to tell
them they have to develop their own water when it comes inside? Is the
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Planning Department going to tell them that? Or they gonna have to come
to the Council to get water? It just doesn't seem to add up how this is
written. All of us are concerned about water, but this is the right way to
pursue it. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any other comments? Jo Anne.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: One of the questions that came up in regard to
the water issue, because we've cut off public testimony it was brought to
my attention that in the Central Maui Joint Venture there's two separate
agreements. One has been the transmission agreement which we
principally been focused on. The other one was a water resource
development agreement. And it's that agreement that I don't know how
we're going to address this issue within the context of what we're
considering, but it was reported to me by someone who was in, uh, that
entire negotiating scenario that there was only a portion of the plan that
Makena Resort and the other partners, I guess within the Central Maui
Joint Venture, had actually completed ... there were several different
phases which required development of the source and then the placement
from my understanding of wells in certain critical areas. That plan or that
portion of the Central Maui Joint Venture Agreement was never fully
implemented. Therefore the question that was posed to me, and I don't
have the answer, I hope someone does, was that because the Central
Maui Joint Venture had made certain representations, had agreed to
certain things in exchange for their water entitlements that all of a sudden
now they're coming forward, the person is asking if they did not discharge
their full duty and obligation under that agreement do they owe us water?
That was the question that was posed to me. I don't know that this
addresses that question, but I think we gotta have an answer to it
somehow because if this is true, and I wasn't there so I don't know, but if
what this person who is saying is ... you know if what they're saying is
true then how, how can we accept a statement from the applicant that
while we fulfilled all our duties and responsibilities and we have all these
entitlements when the transmission yes, that might true, but the other
issue with regard to the water resource development, according to person
and I trust this individual because I believe that they were instrumental in
these negotiations or at least in the mediation agreement, I have to
somehow ask whoever it might be for some kind of an answer in response
in that regard. And I don't feel comfortable moving forward on any water
issue until I get that answer because if they owe us or any other partner of
that Central Maui Joint Venture owes the Maui County water, then we
have to address that and that was the question that was posed. So I'm
posing it before this body.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: We have an issue like this that comes up at this
point ... I mean, I would hope that whoever the person is that talked with
you, with the Council member, has also talked to the attorneys for the
County of Maui 'cause to me something as big as that would not be
overlooked as the attorneys who went through that Joint Venture, those
agreements to come to a conclusion that they were no longer in effect.
I'm a little disturbed that we're getting this kind of, uh, information. I mean
if it is true then, yeah, it has a great deal of, of value to what we're
discussing here today, but I would hope that this person is getting in
contact with Corporation Counsel to get this thing researched and very
quickly, and if it is true, we got some other problems. If going through the
review of those agreements, Corp. Counselor whoever was representing
the County in this did not figure this out, we got some problems here in the
County, big problems. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any comments? Jo Anne, you know, this again is, is hearsay
so I think that you need to validate those kinds of concerns because I
don't think that if that is a reason for addressing this development ... God,
it should've been brought up to us a long time ago and, and, and so you
need to pursue or if you want to bring this concern up with the Corporation
Counsel to this Committee that is fine.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'll write a letter to Corporation Counsel.
However, I think the issue was addressed and there was no clear
resolution even given when the Board of Water Supply was
semi-autonomous. So if they weren't able to get an answer or sufficient
answer at that point in time, that was when the David Craddick was still
the Director, he's not here any longer. I will ask the person to produce the
records or at least produce the evidence that the allege was given. So I'm
only the messenger. This person when they heard the discussion about
what was going on reminded, and I gather he has reminded other
members, I don't know who they are, but he has reminded other people in
the past that this is an outstanding issue that has not been dealt with. So I
will go ahead and I will produce whatever documentation or I will attempt
to get that from the individual who is raising the issue, and I'll try to get an
answer, but this concerns me, and I do respect the person who's giving
me this information. I don't think it's being fabricated. Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Any other comments?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Carroll, in regards to the language on 30.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Or 31?
?: Thirty.
?: Water.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Water.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Oh, yeah, we changed it. Uh ... just that I
think all of us have this real concern about water and how we are going to
address it with not only this project, but with anything that comes
afterwards. And I find it ... thank you, Mr. Kane ... then I find it
disturbing Ms. Johnson's information has brought forward. I find it doubly
disturbing that somebody that whoever told her that had that information
and even if they missed public testimony they could have entered it in
writing at any time I find it doubly disturbing, but I think we all agree that
water is one of the main things that has focused all the interest in this
project more so than the building ... as Ms. Tavares has said earlier if we
don't do anything there probably be more building than if we did do
something, but the water has to be one of our primary concerns. I would
hope that we could get some information on this quickly at this late date.
Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This person did offer to come forward as a
resource individual and address the body, but I told them that because of
the fact that we had already closed up public testimony and I did not know
how the body would feel, but they have offered to come forward as
resource individual who was privy to that information and perhaps give us
a sense of what was transpiring. If the body wants them to I can try to ask
them if that's possible. If you don't want to then we'll try to address it
another way, but that was the offer that was made by the individual.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any comments to number 30? I know Mr. Mateo made a
concern that he was going to amend. Anyone else? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. I can support Mr.
Mateo's proposal. We ... there's already a State Land Use conditions as
it relates to this that Mr. Mateo had talked about, and I think adding the
water conservation plan I think is essential to it. So for me I'm satisfied
with that. And if member Johnson on another subject, can you share with
the body who this individual is at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I prefer that they ... if you ask them to come
forward as a resource person I will contact them and, you know, they'll be
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happy to do it or write a letter. I have no problem though, but I did not ask
this individual if I was allowed to release their name at this point in time,
but obviously if they're telling me and they're offering to come forward as a
resource person they certainly not hiding behind anything.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, go ahead, Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I think it's great if this person is willing to come
forward, but I don't think it should be here as a resource person. I think
this should be handled with Corporation Counsel and I would urge you to
get in touch with this person and have them get in touch with Corp.
Counsel right a way and get, get through this and see if, you know, where
we're at with it and we need this immediately. I mean, you know, at the
rate we're going we're not gonna get very far today I can see that already
even when we do come back, but we're gonna need that kind of
information if we hold the water thing 'til last then, then so be it, but I think
it bears checking into and I certainly hope that it could be substantiated
and, uh, we can go from there.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, I'm not gonna let this hold us up in other words, you
know. I think that hopefully the Water Department or someone has an
idea on the negotiation that took place, and so far what I've read from the
Water Department statements in regards to some of the questions that we
raise is that all of those Joint Ventures are dealt with already, but if there is
one aspect that hasn't been then, you know, I would welcome but I don't
think that should stop us from moving. So water . . . anything else?
David, what does ... I was looking and I don't have it in front of me, what
is the language used by the State Land Use Commission that Danny just
wanted to add on conservation? Oh, Danny, you have it front of you what
the Land Use Commission is?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah, it's, uh, it's under 13c and what it reads is
petitioner shall participate in the funding and construction of adequate
water source, storage and transmission facilities and improvements to
accommodate the proposed project in accordance with the applicable
laws, rules and regulations of the County of Maui, and consistent with the
County of Maui Water Use and Development Plan.
CHAIR NISHIKI: So if we add that language in under 30 so that the County now
has a condition on there you would have no problem and then your, your
language in there?
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah, it'll just be redundant because it already
focuses in on an existing condition that the applicant must already deal
with and the additional conditions are just in addition to issues that I think
is not covered by this particular ...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah. I think that what is real important, Danny, is the fact that
in the language here we say that this water is only going to be used for
domestic use only now.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: That's the, that's the idea-CHAIR NISHIKI: And if . . . that's not, that's silent on the State Land Use
Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I'm gonna be drafting or coming up with new
words that'll include those items.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. I guess if there are no objections we'll leave this until
you come up with a language.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any objections to that?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. We're moving along very quickly. Thirty-four. This is
the-COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Dain, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah, before, before we move forward, if I recall,
and I just was digging through my notes-CHAIR NISHIKI: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --that particular one number 13c was one that we as
a body chose to keep.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So I just wanted to just state that and I think, I don't
know if member Mateo wanted to replace what we have here or ... I
heard you say add on this to what's there. So I just, before we move
forward I just wanted to get that clarification.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, I don't think we can add onto what the State is. So if
we're going to create any additions then we should put it in our conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah. So the one that we decided to keep 13c was
one that we as a body with through consensus and made a decision to
keep.
?: Yes.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. Sorry for interrupting.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That's okay. Everyone understands that? Okay. We'll turn to
34 being that the others were all consensus. This here in the Maluaka
area I think that we need some clarification from the developer ... excuse
me, David, why did we have that pending there? I can't remember now. I
think one was trying to get maps.
MR. RAATZ: Mr. Chair, I don't think the Committee has ever, um, reached a
consensus on the language that we have in this area.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. This is new language in here I guess.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chair, I think this was at the
discussion on that marathon session that we had and then it was trying to
recreate what happened during that discussion and we had asked to see it
actually all written out and I think that's why all of this is here 'cause we
hadn't seen it all written out.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Okay. Thank you, Charmaine. Thirty-four, the
developer shall construct a minimum of 20 new parking stalls to the north
of Maluaka Beach and a minimum of 40 new stalls, parking stalls to the
south of Maluaka Beach within one year of the granting of any Special
Management Area use permit relating to a parcel or a portion thereof that
is a subject of this rezoning. Unless necessary to protect public safety or
to comply with Federal or ... State or Federal law, the required parking
stalls need to, need not be asphalt surface, period. This was a concern I
think that was raised about where the 20 new stalls were. Riki raised the
concern about not using asphalt in that area behind that plant near the
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church parking lot, uh ... the 40 at Maluaka would be in addition to the 30
or 35 Roy now existing? Thirty. So it would be 30 plus 40 which would be
70 and then I think the concern was raised and I think Dain helped us in
this in saying that not be tied to the hotel but any portion of the zoning
request parcels that come up. As soon as one SMA comes in bang, this
parking regulation is to be in place, right? Okay, so the language I think is
good unless there are any other concerns raised by members. Riki, go
ahead.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: I just take note that the Reverend Alika from the
Keawalai Church did submit his concerns regarding the proposed 20 new
parking stalls north of Maluaka Beach as well as I can recall Deputy
Director of Parks mentioning some concern regarding Makena Landing, its
historical importance. Yeah, I see Mr. Buck so yeah and that's why I recall
his comments regarding his concern regarding the shoreline area of
Makena Landing, Chairman, and I just bring this up because, again, I still
feel that it is important we address it. If the concern again is, is use of
parking stalls for commercial operators that I still feel it is a reasonable,
although it's not within our jurisdiction for State DLNR to create a marine
conservation district of the bay area that could possibly exclude
commercial activities within the bay ... and so I just share those points
again as just reminders, Chairman. I know your intention is to continue to
allow residents that don't live in the area access to the beach and I don't
have a problem with that, but I think we still should take into account
before we make our final decision that there are those that live there, our
long time people, including the Reverend and the church, that does state
their concerns and that's why they share their comments with us. So I just
thank you, Chair, for letting me bring this up as polite reminders of other
concerns brought up by those in the area.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay, this would be a perfect time right now to take a recess
until one o'clock. I know Mr. Carroll has to leave at 12 sharp. So
Committee in recess until one. Sorry about the one hour instead of the
hour and a half but we're moving. Thank you so much Committee
members. Meeting in recess until one o'clock. (gavel)
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

11:59 a.m.
1:14 p.m.

CHAIR NISHIKI: Meeting on Planning and Land Use please reconvene. Each of
you have a numerical 30 as passed out to us from Mr. Mateo. Prior to this
I think that there has been some concerns raised by some members in the
Council that we should so state on the record that this Committee is still
accepting written testimony, and how you can submit the written testimony
for those members in the public that would still like to send us information
or communicate with us if not directly is to fax it to 270-7686. 270-7686 or
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e-mail plu.committee@co.maui.hi.us and then reference the Planning and
Land Use Committee No. 37 (change of tape) so these are the two
areas in which we can accept written testimony for those of you in the
public that want to give this Committee any information or concerns that
you have.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: You said dot Hawaii yeah, but it's dot hi.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah dot hi. Okay. Danny, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Chair, I, I handed out
the item No. 30 on the list of our conditions and the intent is to replace the
existing 30 on your memo with what I had distributed. Would you like to
me to read the content of 30?
CHAIR NISHIKI: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Oh, there it is. David has it on the wall and it
reads the petitioner shall participate in the funding and construction of
adequate water source, storage, and transmission facilities and
improvements to accommodate the proposed project in accordance with
the applicable laws, rules, and regulations of the County of Maui, and
consistent with the County of Maui Water Use and Development Plan.
The applicant shall provide for each project a dual waterline system to
accommodate the use of nonpotable water for landscaping and irrigation
purposes and the applicant shall provide a water conservation plan to be
provided by the Department of . . . to be provided to the Department of
Water Supply prior to the issuance of any building permit for the project.
And that Chairman is what I would like to replace the existing number 30.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Just a question for Planning Director, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: The word "project" is used twice in the second
paragraph and it reads the applicant shall provide for each project the dual
waterline systems and then at the very end building permits for any
project. Is that the best word for us to consider or would SMA permit be a
better substitute? And again I'm just asking for what you folks feel is
enough guidance for you to understand our intent, I mean if it's necessary
to make any change at all.
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MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, I think it would be really helpful to have that clarified
as to whether or not we're talking about the change in zoning application
or whether we're talking about each SMA project as it comes in. So if that
could be clarified one way or the other that would help us.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Continue.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I just yield to Mr. Mateo, you know, if he feels that
we look at that for just some clarity and for this ... I'm in support of this
but that's just one part where, uh, you know, if clarity can be provided I
think that may be a place where we can at least consider it. So I yield to
the maker of the ...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Kane; thank you, Chair. And I
believe, I believe the Department, the Director brings up a good point in
being specific enough to recognize the specific SMA project so the
Department is, um, you know, doesn't have to second guess, uh, it
becomes very specific.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Continue Dain.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. So I guess the question
just for language so we can consider this in its full form. By inserting SMA
or Special Management Area or the acronym by itself, um, after the word
"each" is sufficient and after the word "any" with the second to the last
word again inserting SMA or Special Management Area which is, uh,
Director Foley that's the question to you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: We could come back.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, if I could add too. In other areas we have
referenced the trigger as the SMA application or the SMA permit. So I
think, um, in light of what Mr. Foley is saying and if Mr. Mateo is agreeable
that we try to talk about it consistently, and David's highlighting there, that
we refer to things Special Management Area use permit and maybe that
terminology could be put in the first sentence. And actually I think it's prior
to the issuance of any SMA area permit for any project that, that project is
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probably okay but tie it to the ... instead of a building permit to the SMA
use permit.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I don't know if there is any comment from the
Planning Director, Mr. Chair, as far as the-MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, I think the one question we have is whether the
conservation plan needs to be in place or whether the water system needs
to be in place. So if that could be clarified that would help too. It's a lot
more, it's a lot easier to provide the plan than it is to provide the facilities.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Uh, Chairman, the intent, the intent was to assure
that a conservation plan was had by the applicant. I would guesstimate
that the priority would be the dual system would be the priority first.
MR. FOLEY: I guess what I'm concerned about is the way it's written now they
could do the plan but never build the facility. See, the plan is required
before the building permit not the ... not the dual system. Of course,
yeah, the plan can, could be, would include implementation schedule. We
just wanna make it as clear as possible as to when the Council wants the
plan and when you want the dual system installed. We would hate to
have to come back and ask.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So I'm just trying to get clear what the Director is
pointing out. So if we read the applicant shall provide for each ... SMA
use permit a dual waterline system to accommodate the use of non potable
water that's, that's not clear? And if not, then what language-MR. FOLEY: Yeah, I guess what's confusing is that after that you have a water
conservation plan. It seems like the water conservation plan should be
before doing the dual system.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So we can just switch, I mean we-MR. FOLEY: Yeah, I think if it's just switched that'd be fine 'cause it is ... yeah,
you're right it is clear that each project shall have a dual system.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah. And shall provide, yeah. So that's clear that,
so if we put ... I'm sorry, Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Go right ahead.
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MR. FOLEY: Construct or install is more specific than provide. Provide as we
talked about before is very ambiguous.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Construct and what, Michael?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Construct or.
MR. FOLEY: Well, the plan should be before the SMA and then the dual system
should be before final inspection.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So it would read that second paragraph or we'll call
it a sentence I guess, would read the applicant shall provide a water
conservation plan to be approved by the Department of Water Supply prior
to the issuance of any building, building permits for any project and we'll
make that incorporation of the SMA part, and the applicant shall provide
for each Special Management Area use permit a dual waterline system to
accommodate and the word "provide" can be changed to "construct" as an
example.
MR. FOLEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Is that what you're suggesting us consider?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I have no problem.
MR. FOLEY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Without any objections from Mr. Mateo the maker of
this I have no objections to these changes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No objection.
CHAIR NISHIKI: David, the first sentence shall say "provide" and when it comes
down to the dual system it's a ... it should say "shall construct".
MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, the intent is to have the plan available when we
review the SMA and have the dual system available when the project is
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under construction. So we'll work with Mr. Raatz and make sure the
language resembles what we're discussing before it comes back to you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Any comments? If not, the Chair shall take that to indicate a
consensus and we'll replace 30 as submitted by Council member Mateo
with the changes and allow staff to make the necessary changes in
consultation with the Planning Department. Okay. Okay, if no objections
we'll move on.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: I just offer a minor thing is on ... provide a
water conservation plan comma and take out "to be" comma water
conservation plan--is there a comma over there?
Okay, no, there
is--approve by the Department of Water Supply comma prior to the
issuance. So it's like they bring the approved plan not that it's going to be
approved by the water. It already is approved when it comes to the
Planning Commission.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you, Charmaine. Jo Anne.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The individual who I spoke about before the
break has agreed he would be here at 1:45. I don't believe that the
members would ... and you know I'll leave it up to the members whether
they wanna hear from him or not, but his name is Mr. Jonathan Starr. He
has no problem with speaking with the body. However, because he's not
going to be here until late and also because of some concerns raised with
regard to some of the information he may offer having to require an
executive session, I propose the language which I'm hoping will address
some of the concerns. I know we've heard from Corporation Counsel that
the Central Maui Joint Venture is no longer in effect. We've heard from
the Department of Water Supply. I believe that they also believe, but to
me the only way that we're gonna address the issue is to put a statement
which the applicant agrees to and it would be as stated: the applicant
acknowledges that the Central Maui Joint Venture agreement has expired
and in any entitlements beyond the term of the CMJV agreement are null
and void.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Let's spell that out CMJV but anyway ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But that's my, my proposal and if Corporation
Counsel would like to make any comment.
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MR. AKAMA: That's consistent with the understanding and the position of the
Corporation Counsel's office.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Comments from Committee members?
?: I have no problem-CHAIR NISHIKI: If no objections we'll include that language. Okay, we can
move on. Thank you Danny and Jo Anne. Number 35, this is still
clarification of language that we asked David to clarify. Number 35 reads
the developer shall produce a beach parking master plan for the Makena
region in coordination with the Department of Planning, which shall consult
with appropriate State and County agencies within one year of this
ordinances effective date, period. Consistent with the master plan the
developer shall provide necessary parking improvements in addition to
those otherwise required. The beach parking master plan shall identify
the location of necessary parking improvements in text and on maps,
period. Committee members? Dain.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair, I don't recall the word "beach" being
inside there. I remember from my understanding I thought it was the
developer made the offer and they're the one's who initiated, who came
forward and initiated this and perhaps we need them to come down and
again clarify what they offered, and I think we adopted what they're
offering and we move forward with, with considering that, but again, I don't
know if it was a beach parking master plan, but it was a ... a master plan
for the State park area. So again, I'm not sure. I don't have the records
and the minutes in front of me for clarification so I would ask to have
clarity on this issue that we ask-CHAIR NISHIKI: Roy.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --Mr. Figueiroa to clarify what the intent was and
then we can have that whatever discussion is necessary.
CHAIR NISHIKI: As he walks down, this was to address the concerns raised
about getting the State, County and developer involved in addressing
parking concerns for Big Beach, Little Beach, and Black Sand Beach and
maybe that should be put in the condition to be specific. The other was to
address that rather than wait for the State, the Planning Department be
the one to initiate and bird dog this master plan so that the County at least
would move with haste and, and finally what Dain is saying is this what
Roy the discussion was and what are your comments.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair, before, before Mr. Figueiroa starts-CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --I think it was a park master plan that incorporated
parking as well other amenities, but again, I just wanted to make that
clarification 'cause what we have here limit it to just parking. The concept
was a park master plan for all three beaches. Anyway, thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Oh, my God, maybe then ...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: But anyway, so Mr. Figueiroa is here so you can let
him ...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay, go ahead, Roy.
MR. FIGUEIROA: Yeah, to, uh, try to define what I did, uh, make as an offer
considering all the different suggestions this Committee, what we're, we
suggested for this as wording would be that the developer shall initiate
and fund a plan for the development of the State park at Makena for the
State Department of Land and Natural Resources or it could be the
County Department of Parks and Recreation, and the plan shall
incorporate recreational landscaping and facility concepts as a guide for
future development of the park 'cause I think I said that as SMA
developments came on line then you could use that as the guide as to
what would be required for those developments. You could use the State
park in Makena as a focus toward directing some of the effort in
developing ocean recreational facilities such as parking or activities. So
that was the language similar to that is what I was thinking of to explain it.
I don't know if that's how you understood it. If you didn't I'm open to any
questions, but that's how I tried to explain it and I tired to incorporate it in
language like that. And that would be consistent with Mr. Kane's
recollection. It wasn't just for, uh, identifying where parking would be, but
it would be part of an overall concept for that park which would include
location, proposed location of parking.
CHAIR NISHIKI: And this language is ... addresses it then?
MR. FIGUEIROA: Uh, it ...
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh, no, Mr. Chair, I think, you know, maybe
what we should do is just if you even said shall produce a recreational
master plan or something to that effect which would incorporate some of
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the beach area because it may be that they can't use any more beach
area, but I definitely know that when Mr. Figueiroa was speaking he was
speaking about more than just the parking. It was the whole circulation, it
was the parking, it was the recreational opportunities, and it was the whole
park master plan. So I don't know how you wanna change that wording,
but I do know that we did speak about all the things that Mr. Figueiroa is
mentioning. I would have no objection to, you know, taking what Mr.
Figueiroa said and somehow incorporating that into the context of our
discussion because we went at length about this particular issue because
of all of the concerns about parking and people being able to walk along
the roadway and then there are areas where, you know, the parking is too
tight and maybe even on some of the existing areas providing
opportunities which don't presently exist. So I'm in favor of whatever
gives, uh, access but also protects the safety of the public and also
respects the cultural aspects of that area.
MR. FIGUEIROA: Mr. Nishiki, could I explain something on-CHAIR NISHIKI: Yeah, go ahead.
MR. FIGUEIROA: --why I suggested certain wording there. The reason I
suggested initiating from the plan for the State Department of Land and
Natural Resources it would be similar to what we did with Piilani Highway
where they become responsible for actually implementing or adopting the
plans so they would have the public review so it wouldn't be perceived as
just Makena's idea. So that's why I included that we would do this, initiate
and fund it for the Department of Land and Natural Resources so that they
could do public review. It would be under their oversight and that's why at
this time also I added or the County ... I don't know which department
would finally have oversight over this area because Mr. Buck said that
maybe the County would take it over. So whichever government agency
that's who we would do it for and they would have the oversight that's
what we intend.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I, I know we talked about all those
things and I think Roy if you recall the reason that we wanted to go with
Department of Planning is because these were the areas that they would
be consulting with the State DLNR, they would be consulting with the
Department of Parks and Recreation, and that they would actually review
this as a part of the whole SMA application. So that was kind of why we
went the direction, but keeping it in local control because there are some
things that some of the members of this community and this Council may
not necessarily agree with, with DLNR's direction on some very sensitive
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areas. So that's why from what I recall that we wanted to keep it at the
County level control.
MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, I would agree that having the, the, it be under
County control, but it really is much more in the purview of the Parks
Department than it is Planning. We'll be glad to consult with them with
respect to circulation and parking, but they know far more about the
activities that are appropriated in the park and the level of service that
would be available. So I would, uh, I'd like you to refer to the coordination
with DLNR and County planning, but coordinate, uh, I don't know,
oversight by County Parks.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Parks, any comment? Mr. Buck, you can take the chair here or
share the podium with Mr. Figueiroa.
MR. BUCK: Mr. Chair, my recollection back at one o'clock in the morning last
week when we talked about this first of all it was develop a master plan for
Big Beach, Little Beach, and Black Sand Beach. And one of the concerns,
part of this master plan was the parking, but also I think we need to
address some of the other issues as far as amenities, access to the
beaches and things like that. I agree with Mr. Figueiroa that because that
is State property and State land that it should come under the, the study
should be done for DLNR. The only reason I mention at some point in
time the County may have interest in that park 'cause there has been push
the last couple years to turn a lot of the State parks over to the County, of
course that's been fight against this Council and I thank 'em for it because
of the fact there would be no funding if they took it over if the, on the State
proposed plans. So the master plan would include all the amenities and
not just the parking but parking being a concern 'cause I think you, we
need to look at toilet facilities and a few other things and some other
amenities that are lacking. I do know that right now that they're doing
some work to address some ADA issues like some picnic tables and some
ramps to those areas via from the handicap parking stalls. Also if the
Planning Department wanted to, thinks it's better for it to be part of the
Department of Parks and Recreation that's fine with us too, but we'll be
relying on them a lot.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Well, we could add both departments so you don't fight.
Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just have a question and I don't know maybe
Corporation Counsel would have to answer to this too. Because, you
know, we're kind of looking at asking or requiring that the State do
something can we legally require the State to do anything? As a County I
don't think we can do that. And then the issue that I raised, you know,
would also be that because we want this to be a public process too is it
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more appropriate for it to be planning and cooperation with parks so those
are the legal issues that I just would like a response from Corporation
Counsel about how we could structure this so that it is within our purview
and we stay in our corner.
MR. AKAMA: Yeah, if I heard Mr. Figueiroa's statement correctly I don't think
that was a requirement. He said that as an alternative they work, either
work with the State or with the County. I would suggest perhaps that we
put his statements up if we can and then maybe go from there. I think
otherwise ... I mean, I'm not the Chairman, but it's correct we cannot
direct the State to do anything. I think we can work, put a statement to the
effect that we work with the State but no we cannot.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I think, Mr. Chair, one of the things that
might help to allay some of the concerns of the community too is maybe,
you know, sometimes when you just look at the developer working with
the DLNR we leave out the community. So somehow there's gotta be,
you know, part of a public process that the developer shall work with the
community in cooperation with Department of Land and Natural
Resources in the appropriate County agencies. Because you want it to be
a public process so that everybody has their chance to basically frame
something that is gonna be workable for the people that are in that area
and that works for us financially and that works for the developer
financially. So I just somehow to incorporate those concepts in there so
that we're not shutting out the community once again. We don't wanna go
down that road. So those will be my only suggestions. And if staff wants
to work with Mr. Figueiroa in doing that I have no problem with that.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Comments from other members in regards to language and
allowing Mr. Figueiroa, the Parks and Planning to develop language?
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Mr. Hokama.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: I would say in my understanding of State agencies,
particularly with agencies that have responsibility over either property or
operations such as land and natural resources, the final decision is gonna
be made by the board and the board follow Sunshine Law. They have to
post an agenda, they're gonna have a Deputy Attorney General sitting
with them, and they're required to take testimony such as we to get
comment before, before they render a decision as well as we have a Maui
representative on the land board also. And one thing we all know the
State moves at their own speed on their own drummer, and at times they
could careless what the County thinks including a landowner that's not
them. So within the one year if only our departments and the developer
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come up with a plan that the State won't agree to for whatever reason,
what happens? It's not because of bad faith by our departments or the
developer to put a plan forward. So if you just want a plan I don't have a
problem, a problem, but if you think ... to make the plan work some kind
of approval is gonna be just like we had that comments from the person
from the EPA that says you cannot force the Department of Health to
approve part of a plan because that's not their role and they don't have
that authority, uh, I just ask that we, we put real language on things that
we know we can accomplish. And I would just say my other . . . I'm
learning from all of our educators on this Council, I would just say
consistent with the master plan the developer shall provide the necessary
parking improvements as required. I'm reading this sentence oh, I'm
going I don't get it the way it's written. Why don't we just say he's required
to put whatever parking improvement is required 'cause I don't understand
shall provide necessary parking improvements. Because necessary
would be a requirement in addition to otherwise required I'm going wow,
what is required besides required? Corp. Counsel.
MR. AKAMA: I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama, I did not hear your question.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:
paragraph--

I'm just saying with that middle portion of the

MR. AKAMA: Yes.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: --why wouldn't we just say consistent with the master
plan--you see that line?
MR. AKAMA: Yes.
VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: The developer shall provide the necessary parking
improvements as required. Why are we saying shall provide necessary
parking improvements in addition to those otherwise required? Wouldn't
necessary parking improvement be a requirement anyway?
MR. AKAMA: You're correct that is redundant. I, I, yes, I think, uh ... shall
provide-VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: Park improvements as required.
MR. AKAMA: --park improvement as required, as required would be sufficient,
yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Take out necessary. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Continue.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead, Charmaine.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
"necessary" .

Yeah, you could also take out the word

CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: 'Cause it's gonna be identified and if it's in the
plan then it's ... oh, improvements is fine. The word "necessary".
CHAIR NISHIKI: The developer shall produce a beach parking master plan for
the Makena region in coordination with the Department of Planning, which
shall consult with the State and County agencies within one year of the
ordinance effective date, that's acceptable. Consistent with the master
plan the developer shall provide parking improvements as required,
period.
Beach parking master plan shall identify the location as
necessary ...
MR. AKAMA: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Period.
MR. AKAMA: The second "necessary" should also be deleted. And if you want
clari ... for further clarification you can follow the required with a comma
and as required. That's sufficient ...
MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, the problem we still have is that we're talking about
a parking plan. This is suppose to be a master plan for Big Beach, Little
Beach, and Black Sand Beach and ... and recreational facilities including
parking but this is limited to parking. So we should either start with Mr.
Figueiroa's language or take out the ... change beach to park master
plan for Big Beach, Little Beach, and Black Sand Beach and, uh ...
MR. BUCK:
Mr. Chairman, also it should say shall provide parking
improvements ... provide park improvements as required both sentences.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Mr. Chair. Can we recognize Mr. Figueiroa.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Go ahead. Yeah, go ahead, Roy.
MR. FIGUEIROA: Well, the reason I want to say something now 'cause we're
spending a lot of time on the language here when that was not originally
part of our concept offered that we would be providing that parking. I think
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the parking would be provided as each SMA came up for approval it could
be used as a guide for that, but we're not saying that as soon as we have
that master plan we're gonna provide all the parking on that master plan
because that would come as the developments come on line. So to work
on the specific wording like this is not consistent with the concept that we
had talked about earlier. The idea was to provide that master plan so it
could be used as a guide by the Planning Commission, the Planning
Department, so as projects came on line they could be directed in this
area to provide what would be required for their projects instead of not
having any idea as to where they should go they could be specific. And
so working on the specific language of those sentences I just wanna let
you know it's not consistent with the idea that I was promoting for your
information.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Charmaine, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: What Roy's talking about can be incorporated
in, in this somehow if the intention but, uh ... there needs to be a master
plan that encompasses the three areas and that part of that master plan is
a parking implementation plan, and that parking implementation plan can
be tied to the developments as the permits come in, and that way they'll
have the location, they'll know which one is first, second, third priority,
etcetera, so that could either be part of the master plan or this can be
worded in such a way because parking seems to be a key in the matter
that we make reference to the parking within the master plan, you know,
shall be developed in phases in conjunction with SMA permits or
something like that, but I think you need the overall thing first and that
would be the master plan for the three beaches as Mr. Foley and Mr. Buck
been talking about and then work that down toward ... actually the
implementation of that master plan should pay particularly attention to the
parking, uh, the parking projections or requirements and tie those into the
SMA permits.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Jo Anne, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And staff just handed me a news release from
DLNR making improvements at Makena State Park and without reading
the whole thing it just says that they are commencing work on constructing
accessible parking, walkways, picnic tables, and portable toilets. They
awarded the contract to Site(?) Engineering. It's to be completed by the
end of June 2004. So they have something already going on. So I don't
know how this is gonna kind of coordinate or maybe you could help.
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MR. FIGUEIROA: You want me to comment on that? I saw the same article and
so I approached DLNR and asked what that was about and they said
basically was just to satisfy ADA requirements. I think it's a small contract.
I think it's about 50 something thousand dollars. So it does not include
really the overall, uh, an overall master plan.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Then that would ... square 'cause it's
only $51,650 so ... and it's just for what's already there.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Staff, did you hear Charmaine's suggestion on how we
approach this process?
MR. RAATZ: Yes, staff did acknowledge that.
language--

We don't have any specific

CHAIR NISHIKI: Language.
MR. RAATZ: Again, staff is gonna need some direction. There's been a lot of
different proposals discussed on, on this matter, thank you.
CHAIR NISHIKI: I'm stuck.
MR. FOLEY: Mr. Chairman, if we just have Mr. Figueiroa's language up there on
the screen I think it'd be very easy-CHAIR NISHIKI: To work from.
MR. FOLEY: --to work from.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Okay, um, I'm gonna take a ten minute recess to work on that
language so that we've got a starting point. Recess until 2:10. (gavel)
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

1:55 p.m.
2:10 p.m.

CHAIR NISHIKI:
Meeting please reconvene.
Let the record show
Councilmembers Hokama, Kane, Molina, Pontanilla, Carroll and Tavares
and Nishiki present. This meeting will be in recess 'til Friday, April 2nd at
1: 15 p.m. (gavel) Meeting in recess, thank you.
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